Introduction
============

*Arabidopsis thaliana* is the model organism for plant genetics, at least partly due to the wealth of natural phenotypic variation ([@msu247-B27]). Many of these variable traits have been studied in great detail, and the underlying genes have been mapped using crosses and association studies ([@msu247-B3]). The variation in many of these traits, such as pathogen resistance or flowering time, is unlikely to be selectively neutral. One striking example is variation in the need for vernalization, a period of low temperature required before flowering. This variation reflects the requirement to precisely time flowering in different latitudes, for example, to accommodate the short growing season in the North. Indeed, variants of the *FRIGIDA* gene match a latitudinal gradient across Europe ([@msu247-B10]), providing evidence for selection using a "top-down" approach starting with the phenotype. In contrast, bottom-up approaches, screens for selective sweeps to identify molecular signatures of selection in *A. thaliana*, have yielded surprisingly few regions ([@msu247-B9]; [@msu247-B23]). This result stands in contrast to those from species with less population structure, such as *Drosophila simulans* and *melanogaster*, which show distinctive patterns of recurrent selective sweeps ([@msu247-B48]; [@msu247-B41]).

The same conclusion is reached from a McDonald--Kreitman approach, which quantifies adaptive fixations along a phylogenetic lineage: Little or no evidence for selection in *A. thaliana* ([@msu247-B6]; [@msu247-B18]; [@msu247-B43]) contrasts with high estimates of the fraction of adaptive nucleotide substitutions in *Drosophila* ([@msu247-B12]), Mice ([@msu247-B20]), Humans ([@msu247-B5]), and Capsella ([@msu247-B44]), ranging from 20% to 60%. Even more surprisingly, *A. thaliana* appears to have a slight excess of nonsynonymous polymorphisms, resulting in negative estimates of the rate of adaptation (e.g., $- 0.08 \pm 0.05$ for chromosome 3 in [@msu247-B43]).

Both a lack of global sweep signals and the excess of nonsynonymous polymorphisms are expected under a model of predominantly local adaptation. Indeed, evidence is accumulating that *A. thaliana* shows adaptation to its local environments ([@msu247-B40]; [@msu247-B13]; [@msu247-B21]; [@msu247-B2]; [@msu247-B1]). This scenario makes intuitive sense: *A. thaliana* has successfully spread to vastly different environments in a very short time, and the structured genetic diversity across this range suggests that locally adapted variants are likely to exist ([@msu247-B15]).

So far, evidence for local selection has mainly been found from correlations to environmental variation (e.g., [@msu247-B21]). However, this means that the environmental factors that lead to adaptation must be known and measurable. In contrast, it is the appeal of a purely genomic bottom-up approach that such prior knowledge is not required. Here, we analyze high-quality whole-genome sequencing data from northern and southern Swedish *A. thaliana* as published in [@msu247-B30]. This data set is promising for the investigation of local selection: Many plants were sampled within a small geographic region (130 in southern Sweden, 50 in northern Sweden), and especially for the northern Swedish population, we can assume that the most relevant aspects of the environment, such as vegetation time, day length, and temperature profile, are homogeneous within the sample.

[@msu247-B30] have used several methods to scan for selective sweeps in both northern and southern Sweden. Based on a scan to detect sweep-like deviations in the site frequency spectrum (SweepFinder), they found strong signals of selective sweeps in northern Sweden, but almost none in southern Sweden. However, no explicit modeling of the complex demography was done, and although SweepFinder is assumed to be robust to many deviations from the standard neutral model, demography still affects the false positive rate ([@msu247-B38]).

In this study, we estimate a model of the demography of Swedish *A. thaliana* and calculate false positive and negative rates caused by the demography, which we then use to assess the power to detect selection in general and also whether we can distinguish between global and local selection. Our results provide an explanation for the surprising selection patterns of sweeps in northern but not southern Sweden found in [@msu247-B30].

Results
=======

Population Structure of Swedish *A. thaliana*
---------------------------------------------

### Two Populations

The northern Swedish population of *A. thaliana* shows strong genetic differentiation from other European populations ([@msu247-B35]; [@msu247-B14]; [@msu247-B23]; [@msu247-B30]). Therefore previous studies treated "North" and "South" as two separate, panmictic populations ([@msu247-B14]; [@msu247-B30]). Alternatively, one could fit a model of isolation by distance or a more complicated range expansion model, and we explore these options in the following. We started by looking at the correlation between genetic and physical distance in northern and southern Sweden separately, using a stepping stone model of isolation by distance. This model predicts a log-linear relationship between the two distance measures, which is what we observe ([supplementary fig. S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1) online). The slopes for northern and southern Sweden are different (0.11% vs. 0.05% per log~10~ \[distance in km\], respectively), and the genetic distance between two northern plants is lower than the distance between southern plants in the range of observed physical sampling distances. This suggests that northern Sweden has a lower effective population size (Watterson's estimate of synonymous diversity: $\theta_{\text{South}} = 0.0060,\theta_{\text{North}} = 0.0037$), and that the northern and the southern Swedish population are distinct.

### Removing Substructure

Next, we assessed the scale of physical distance that is responsible for the isolation by distance pattern. By far the strongest contribution comes from plants that were sampled within 2 km of one another. These plants are close to being clonal ($\pi < 0.002$) in either population. Based on a separation of time scales argument ([@msu247-B34]), we decided to choose only one representative sample within a 2 km radius. As it turns out, this strategy removes most substructure also at the genetic level, as can be seen in the principal component analysis (PCA)-analysis ([fig. 1](#msu247-F1){ref-type="fig"}) and the comparison of genetic and physical distance ([supplementary fig. S3](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1) online). After this subsampling, the only remaining substructure is a cluster of closely related southern Swedish plants. Closer inspection reveals that they are all located along a major road. We therefore picked only one line from this cluster for further analysis. The resulting subsample of 16 northern and 41 southern Swedish plants is by in large consistent with a two island model. Nevertheless, also more complex models that capture the genetic distance between South and North as well as the isolation by distance within either population can be consistent with the observed patterns. Therefore, we evaluated how well different kinds of linear stepping stone and range expansion models recapitulate the observed summary statistics in both populations (Tajima's *D*, Fay and Wu's *H*, nucleotide diversity, *F*~ST~, [supplementary table S2, Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1) online). Only in one instance did a more complex model fit equally well as a two-deme model---a model of ten demes in a linear arrangement with our samples as the end populations, and with an asymmetric migration rate favoring migration from North to South forward in time. However, the slight improvement in the fit hardly justifies the added complexity due to the ghost demes. We therefore decided to apply a two-deme framework to the appropriately subsampled data set. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 1.Geographical position of plants on a map of Sweden and PCA plot of the first two principal coordinates. A subcluster of 25 closely related plants in southern Sweden is encircled by an ellipse.

Modeling the Long-Term Demographic History of Swedish *A. thaliana*
-------------------------------------------------------------------

### Demographic Models

Within the two-deme framework, we modeled a number of potential evolutionary histories. All models begin with the split of the ancestral population and allow for the exchange of migrants. We allow for variable and asymmetric migration, secondary contact after a phase of separation, different deme sizes, population size changes (including bottlenecks) either at the split time or afterwards, and variable split times from the common ancestor. In addition, we model three different admixture scenarios in order to simulate two postglacial waves of expansion ([@msu247-B14]). In total, we tested 14 models with 4--9 parameters using $\delta a\delta i$ ([@msu247-B19]). A summary of the tested models is given in [table 1](#msu247-T1){ref-type="table"} and [figure 2](#msu247-F2){ref-type="fig"}. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 2.Model diagrams. (*a*) General model setup. (*b*) Model scheme and parameter estimates of backward migration rates $(2N_{0}m)$, times (in units of $4N_{0}$) and population sizes (in units of *N*~0~) for the best fitting model (secondaryContact6). Table 1.$\delta a\delta i$---Parameter Estimates for Different Models.Model NameNo.AIC*N*~0~*T*~1~*T*~2~*T*~3~$m_{(NS)1}$$m_{(SN)1}$$m_{(NS)2}$$m_{(SN)2}$$N_{S1}$$N_{S2}$$N_{S_{C}}$$N_{N1}$$N_{N2}$$N_{N_{C}}$GrowthsplitSymMig444,08529,000568,0000.41$= m_{N\leftarrow S1}$5.661.67splitMig552,89625,000498,0000.191.218.000.74secondaryContact662,609124,000153,00039,000=0=01.235.901.660.17splitMigBottleneck773,01947,000433,00063,0000.452.153.731980.41splitMigBottleneck882,73792,000310,00034,00019,0000.614.722.170.230.08=N~N1~splitMigBottleneck992,79145,000470,00045,0000.421.912.744.104.750.210.59S&NsplitMigGrowth773,01223,000467,0000.171.2426.507.490.050.79S&NsplitMigRecentGrowth774,39551,000358,00014,0000.372.053.222000.41SsecondaryContact-    RecentGrowth772,772125,000154,00034,000=0=01.406.191.891.200.17SsplitMigRecentGrowth884,64497,000216,00014,0000.624.191.721960.170.26S&NsecondaryContact-    RecentGrowth882,852132,000132,00020,000=0=02.448.391.661.030.320.09S&NsplitAdmixture5-1[^a^](#msu247-TF2){ref-type="table-fn"}57,080153,00020,00019,000=0=00.75[^b^](#msu247-TF3){ref-type="table-fn"}=02.880.16splitAdmixture5-2[^c^](#msu247-TF4){ref-type="table-fn"}56,018154,00033,0008,000=0=00.90[^b^](#msu247-TF3){ref-type="table-fn"}=01.610.25splitAdmixture9[^d^](#msu247-TF5){ref-type="table-fn"}92,768132,000130,00011,47011,410[^e^](#msu247-TF6){ref-type="table-fn"}0.0710.691.250.10[^2][^3][^4][^5][^6][^7]

The model fit was evaluated using the Akaike information criterion (AIC). All models with AIC \<4,000 achieved a good fit to the observed joint Site Frequency Spectrum (jSFS) ([supplementary fig. S5](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1) online). All models slightly underestimate the number of low-frequency alleles. This discrepancy cannot be explained by sequencing errors, as the problem remains also if no singletons are used for inference. Furthermore, this issue persists independently of whether we use whole-genome data or only synonymous sites, so it is unlikely to be due to negative selection. The lowest AIC score was achieved by a model that is characterized by a period of complete isolation between the two populations, with migration only resuming fairly recently (secondaryContact6). The third, fourth, and fifth best models share this property. The model with the second best fit (splitMigBottleneck8) is characterized by a recent extended, but mild, bottleneck in the northern Swedish population. We chose three models for in depth analyses: 1) the best fitting model (secondaryContact6), 2) the second best fitting model (splitMigBottleneck8), because bottlenecks are expected in expanding populations and can potentially create sweep-like patterns of diversity, and 3) a simple but fairly well-fitting isolation-with-migration model (splitMig5), which is the same as the secondary contact model without the separation phase.

Model Fit
---------

We used a parametric bootstrap approach to compare the model fits more rigorously (see Materials and Methods). The results indicate that the likelihood of the secondary contact model given our data is significantly better than expected for data simulated under either the simple isolation-with-migration model or the more complex bottleneck model (see [table 2](#msu247-T2){ref-type="table"}). The bottleneck model only shows marginally significant improvement over the isolation-with-migration model (*P* = 0.05) but does not improve over the secondary contact model (*P* = 0.87). These results show that there is statistical support for the secondary contact model (secondaryContact6). Table 2.*P* Values for Model Comparison Based on Parametric Bootstrapping.Null ModelAlternative ModelsplitMig5Secondary- Contact6splitMig- Bottleneck8splitMig5---\<0.010.05secondaryContact60.96---0.87splitMigBottleneck80.75\<0.01---

Additional evidence in support of this model comes from comparing linkage disequilibrium (LD) between the data and coalescent simulations under the secondaryContact6 demography. This model recapitulates the ratio of LD between South and North very well ([fig. 3](#msu247-F3){ref-type="fig"}): The estimated population recombination rate is 7.9-fold larger in southern Sweden than in northern Sweden and the simulations predict a comparable ratio of 8.3. For this reason, all subsequent simulation results are based on the secondary contact model. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 3.Population recombination rates $\rho = 4N_{e}r$ for the data and the model. *ρ* is estimated in 1-Mb windows by fitting a curve to the decay of *r*^2^ with distance according to [@msu247-B22]. On average, there is an about 8-fold smaller effective recombination rate in northern compared with southern Sweden in the data. Simulations from the secondaryContact6 model predict a similar ratio.

Although the exact parameter estimates for population split time, migration and population sizes depend on model specifications, there are some properties that hold for all scenarios evaluated ([fig. 4](#msu247-F4){ref-type="fig"}): First, the estimated population split time is older than 100 kya. The best estimate for the secondaryContact6 model dates the split to 153 kya, which is amongst the most recent dates estimated from the different models. This split time clearly predates the colonization of Scandinavia ([@msu247-B14]), as well as the last glacial maximum 18--20 kya ([@msu247-B45]), even if we take the lower bounds of the diffusion estimates from $\delta a\delta i$ and the upper bound for mutation rate of $7.8 \times 10^{- 9}$ ([@msu247-B37]). Excluding the 22 sweep regions of [@msu247-B30] leads to an even larger estimated of the split time ([supplementary table S4](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1) online). Previous estimates of the split time between northern Sweden and southern Sweden arrived at a recent value of no more than 13,500 years ([@msu247-B14]), which is clearly inconsistent with our results. Indeed, the log-likelihood (LL) of our data given the François model is much lower than for any of our models (LL \[François-model\]=−35,491 versus LL \[secondaryContact6\]= −2,597). F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 4.Point estimates and confidence intervals of robust parameters. (*a*) Split time between northern Sweden and southern Sweden in generations (with mutation rate *μ* = 7 × 10^−9^ per bp per generation, [@msu247-B37]), (*b*) ratio of current population sizes (South over North), and (*c*) migration rate from South to North over North to South (forward in time), for fitted models with AIC \< 4,000. If no confidence intervals are shown they were not calculable.

Second, the current size of the southern Swedish population is about 7--11-fold larger than that of northern Sweden. Models that allow for exponential growth estimate even higher ratios, but this is likely an artifact because it co-occurs with unreasonably strong growth in the southern population.

Finally, the backwards migration rate of our models is between 3 and 7 times larger for South to North than for the opposite direction. Backwards migration rates can be thought of as the fraction of foreign immigrants per generation, thus if we pick a random plant from the North, we stand a higher chance to pick a migrant from the South than the other way round. To determine how many seeds or plants actually move between the populations, we have to rescale with the relevant population size, which translates to twice as many migrants going from North to South than vice versa.

We were also wondering in how far our ignorance of other neighboring *A. thaliana* populations could influence the parameter estimates. Ghost demes can bias migration rate and population size estimates if the migration rate from the ghost deme to the sampled demes is large ([@msu247-B4]; [@msu247-B42]). Here, it is easy to imagine that the southern Swedish population receives many immigrants from mainland Europe. We tested several models that include ghost demes, of which the best fitting one is signified by an admixture event of the ghost deme into southern Sweden (splitAdmixture9; [supplementary fig. S10](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1) online). There is little change in split time or population size estimates compared with our best fitting model ([fig. 4](#msu247-F4){ref-type="fig"}). However, admixture from a ghost deme might explain the strong support for asymmetric migration in our two-deme models.

Impact of *A. thaliana* Demography on SweepFinder Composite Likelihood Ratio Distributions
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

[@msu247-B30] used the program SweepFinder ([@msu247-B33]) to look for evidence of recent selective sweeps in *A. thaliana*. They found evidence for selective sweeps in northern, but not in southern Sweden. The absence of evidence for strong selection in the South is puzzling because we would expect to have more power to detect selection in southern Sweden due to the larger population size relative to the North. In the absence of a detailed demography for this initial sweep scan, [@msu247-B30] determined the critical values for the composite likelihood ratios (CLR) of SweepFinder using the standard neutral model. Although this approach has been found to be conservative for many demographic scenarios ([@msu247-B33]), it has never been tested for a secondary contact scenario. Therefore, we explored the effects of demography on CLR distributions in more detail.

We determine the neutral CLR distribution for northern and southern Sweden under the best-fitting demographic model (secondaryContact6). As it turns out, this model mimics the observed shifts in the CLR distribution that we observed for northern and southern Sweden ([fig. 5](#msu247-F5){ref-type="fig"}), with the distribution for the North being more skewed and having a higher median than that for the South ([table 3](#msu247-T3){ref-type="table"}). The strong skew in our model is a consequence of the secondary contact scenario: Neither a 100-fold increase in migration, that is, a quasi-panmictic population, where CLR-differences must be due to sample size, nor a scenario without migration can produce a long tail similar to the observed one ([supplementary fig. S7](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1) online). Similar shifts in the CLR distribution, although not as pronounced, were also observed for the two other models we tested: splitMig5 and splitMigBottleneck8 ([supplementary fig. S6](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1) online). F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 5.Distribution of maximum CLR values in 1-Mb windows. Simulations based on the standard neutral model (constant population size) for southern Sweden (*a*) and northern Sweden (*b*). Simulations based on the secondaryContact6 model for southern Sweden (*c*) and northern Sweden (*d*). The dashed line indicates the 99% statistical cutoff (223, 303, 110, and 1,667 in a, b, c, and d, respectively). Table 3.Comparison of Statistics Derived from the Data and Three Models.StatisticsData[^a^](#msu247-TF6){ref-type="table-fn"}secondary- Contact6splitMig5splitMig- Bottleneck**8***ρ~S~*/*ρ~N~*[^b^](#msu247-TF8){ref-type="table-fn"}8.37.99.28.5$\theta$*~S~*/$\theta$*~N~*[^c^](#msu247-TF9){ref-type="table-fn"}1.651.681.761.68*F*~ST~[^c^](#msu247-TF9){ref-type="table-fn"}0.170.170.160.16Tajima's *D* S[^c^](#msu247-TF9){ref-type="table-fn"}−0.52−0.48−0.41−0.40Tajima's *D* N[^c^](#msu247-TF9){ref-type="table-fn"}0.100.260.290.20CLR[^d^](#msu247-TF10){ref-type="table-fn"} N174148121172CLR[^d^](#msu247-TF10){ref-type="table-fn"} S49231619[^8][^9][^10][^11]

The tail of the distribution in northern Sweden is longer than expected under the standard neutral model---in other words, the standard neutral model is not conservative. In contrast, the southern Swedish CLR distribution is narrower, which makes critical CLR values based on the standard neutral model overconservative. Using our secondary contact model to determine CLR cutoffs, we are left with six significant loci in northern Sweden and ten in southern Sweden. The strongest signal in both populations remains the global sweep on chromosome 1. However, of the 22 signals reported in northern Sweden by [@msu247-B30], only three local and one global signal remain significant. Although the ranking of regions according to CLR values shifted after subsampling ([supplementary fig. S4](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1) online), the main reason for the loss of significant regions is the demography-corrected significance cutoff for the North. In fact, subsampling strengthened the sweep signals, that is, the CLR values in the tails became higher. The three regions that remained significant in northern Sweden are located on chromosome 5 and two of them show a significant enrichment for single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that are correlated with consecutive number of cold days ([@msu247-B21]). In contrast, nine new significant regions have been identified in southern Sweden and only one shows such an enrichment of SNPs with correlations to environmental variables. ([table 4](#msu247-T4){ref-type="table"}). Table 4.Characterization of the Significant Sweep Regions.ChrPosition ×10^3^[^a^](#msu247-TF11){ref-type="table-fn"}CLR*F*~ST~[^b^](#msu247-TF12){ref-type="table-fn"}*α*PopulationSignificant Enrichment of Gene Environment Correlations (*P* \< 0.05)Mean Experimental- Recombination Rate111,4171330.2247.22e-06South---0.029112,8551940.3133.31e-06South---0.037119,0201,8450.452.02e-06North---0.0166,217(N)0.62e-06 (N)North and120,009[^c^](#msu247-TF13){ref-type="table-fn"}127(S)0.6833.08e-06 (S)South---0.014124,5211410.1640.81e-06South---0.027Consecutive cold days,213,5491350.1423.22e-06SouthRelative humidity0.024314,9611230.1531.76e-06South---0.00945,5522280.1136.92e-06South---0.04146,6371,7480.253.21e-06North---0.04549,3741200.1634.85e-06South---0.026Aridity, length of growing season,Max. precipitation, min. precipitation,52,2281,6580.551.62e-06NorthRelative humidity0.01755,7801220.3260.59e-06South---0.01456,7482,1180.541.69e-06NorthConsecutive cold days, daylength0.025519,8151350.6851.30e-06South---0.015Consecutive cold days, daylength,526,1661,8290.371.91e-06NorthMax. temperature, min.temperature, PAR0.021[^12][^13][^14]

Evidence of Local Adaptation in Northern Sweden
-----------------------------------------------

The next puzzle from our sweep scan is that we detect only one single sweep common to both populations, with the remaining five and nine sweep loci detected in only one of the populations. If sweeps occurred in both populations, with the same strength of selection, we would have had the power to detect all northern sweeps in the South ([table 5](#msu247-T5){ref-type="table"}). We show that this is not due to lack of power by simulating hard selective sweeps with a selection coefficient of *s* = 0.01, this creates sweep signals near the detection threshold in northern Sweden (see Materials and Methods). We chose the start time of selection to be 0.05 coalescent time units ($0.05 \times 4N_{e}$, corresponding to 25,000 years), which is approximately the time the advantageous allele needs to reach fixation. Furthermore, in accordance with the population mutation rate, we assume that advantageous mutations are ten times more likely to originate in the South. The fixation probability, on the other hand, does not differ depending on whether mutations originated in southern or northern Sweden (0.021 vs. 0.019), nor does the power to detect a sweep ([table 5](#msu247-T5){ref-type="table"}). The probability of detecting sweeps in southern Sweden originating from either location is close to one ($P(S) = 0.99\text{/}1$; sweep-origin *S*/sweep-origin *N*). Table 5.Power and Fixation Probability for Selective Sweeps Assuming the secondaryContact6 Demographic Model.*s*Start Time of SweepPopulationOrigin of Selected MutationMean CLR NorthPower NorthMean CLR SouthPower SouthFixation Probability0.00250.12GlobalSouth25002100.540.0040.00250.12GlobalNorth4600.012700.70.0040.00250.12Local southSouth26002500.650.0040.00250.12Local southNorth3600.041500.3400.00250.12Local northSouth3000.013000.0010.00250.12Local northNorth6400.082500.0070.010.05GlobalSouth4000.021,1000.990.0210.010.05GlobalNorth6300.0590010.0190.010.05Local southSouth26001,0300.980.020.010.05Local southNorth29009300.960.0010.010.05Local northSouth5100.08300.020.0030.010.05Local northNorth8800.19300.020.025S:0.0025 N:0.010.05GlobalSouth4930.05510.070.002S:0.0025 N:0.010.05GlobalNorth7460.09500.10.022S:0.0025 N:0.010.12GlobalSouth33502420.680.013S:0.0025 N:0.010.12GlobalNorth5310.052690.690.014

Furthermore, we simulated a scenario of global selection with different average selection strength and local selection. As before, we assume that the same allele is under selection with *s* = 0.01 in the North, but weaker selection in the South with *s* = 0.0025. We have chosen a selection coefficient in the South to match the observed CLR values of sweep regions in southern Sweden ([table 4](#msu247-T4){ref-type="table"}). The power of detecting a global, but weaker sweep in southern Sweden is still at 60--70%. Hence, it seems highly unlikely that the five northern sweeps are global, because we should have also seen some of them in the South ([fig. 6](#msu247-F6){ref-type="fig"}*a*). F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 6.CLR and *F*~ST~ behavior under global and local selection. (*a*) and (*b*) are results of a strong sweep (*s* = 0.01) starting in northern Sweden, (*b*) and (*d*) are results of a weak sweep (*s* = 0.0025) starting in southern Sweden. Green points indicate results under global selection, cyan points indicate results under local selection. The blue and red circles show the CLR and *F*~ST~ values of the significant sweep regions in northern and southern Sweden, respectively. A single sweep region (violet circle) is significant in both northern and southern Sweden. The colored lines are 95% confidence contours. Upper 99% confidence cutoffs for *F*~ST~ and CLR are calculated from 2,400 neutral simulations of 1 Mb sequence and are indicated by the dashed lines. The pointed line indicates the lower 99% cutoff of *F*~ST~. The msms code for all simulations can be found in [supplementary table S5](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1) online.

One might also speculate that sweeps go undetected in the South because they are more likely to be soft, due to the larger amount of standing variation. We simulated a soft sweep scenario, where the selected mutation has a frequency of 1% or 5% when selection sets in ([supplementary table S7](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1) online). Migration from South to North is so strong that such soft sweeps will also appear weaker in the North. Soft sweeps starting in the South are not only more likely to escape detection in the South, but also in the North and hence we consider this scenario to be less likely than one of strong local selection in the North.

However, for the nine sweeps detected in southern Sweden we cannot determine whether selection was restricted to southern Sweden or simply too weak to be detected in northern Sweden ($P(N) = 0.02\text{/}0.05$; sweep-origin *S*/sweep-origin *N*) ([fig. 6](#msu247-F6){ref-type="fig"}*b*). If we simulate sweeps under weak selection, the expected distributions of CLR values completely overlap for a scenario of local or global selection. Therefore, we checked whether *F*~ST~ could provide more information to distinguish between the two scenarios and find that we do not gain much power ([fig. 6](#msu247-F6){ref-type="fig"}*d*). Furthermore, only two of the sweeps in southern Sweden have an *F*~ST~ value that is above the 95th percentile of the neutral simulations. The sweep on chromosome 1 that shows a sweep signal in both populations, is one of them. Thus, we cannot say whether the southern Swedish sweeps are global or local.

Besides the little overlap in the selected loci, we also find an unexpected difference in the number of sweep signals: We observe only twice as many sweeps in the South as compared with the North and simulations under global selection with differing selection strength predicts approximately 30 times more sweeps above the significance threshold in the South. Finally, we simulate under a scenario of local selection and differing selection strength: If the selected mutations are beneficial only in one population and selection is stronger in northern (*s* = 0.01) than in southern Sweden (*s* = 0.0025), then we find 3--4 times more sweeps in southern Sweden, which is compatible with the observed ratio of approximately 2.

Selection in Northern Sweden Is Stronger and More Prevalent
-----------------------------------------------------------

Due to the demography, sweeps in northern Sweden must be much stronger relative to southern Sweden to produce a significant signal (see section Impact of *A. thaliana* Demography on SweepFinder CLR Distributions). We also find an at least 4-fold difference in selection strength of the significant sweep regions between South and North ([table 4](#msu247-T4){ref-type="table"}), implying a relatively large mean difference in selection coefficients, with stronger selection in northern Sweden. In the following, we test whether homogeneous selection plus demography can explain the difference in the effective selection strength or whether it indeed differs between North and South.

Simulations with global selection with equal selection strength of *s* = 0.01 produce CLR values of approximately 1,000, much higher than the highest observed value (CLR = 228). In contrast, similar sweeps in the North will only be detected in a minority of cases (*P* = 2--19%) and appear weaker (400 \< CLR \< 880, [table 5](#msu247-T5){ref-type="table"}). Given that the power to detect sweeps is larger in southern Sweden, the number of sweeps is expected to be larger than in northern Sweden and we see approximately twice as many. If the selection strength in southern and in northern Sweden was about *s* = 0.01 (the detection threshold for northern Sweden), we would expect to see approximately 50 times more sweeps in southern Sweden irrespective of whether selection is global or local. This strongly contradicts the empirical results of only twice the number of significant sweeps in southern Sweden, and argues for differences in the selection coefficient.

Interestingly, also the selection strength of the chromosome 1 sweep was estimated to be smaller in southern Sweden as compared with northern Sweden, suggesting that the weak selection in southern Sweden is not a property of a particular locus, but rather a general phenomenon.

### Explaining Weaker Selection

There are two potential explanations for stronger local selection in northern Sweden: Either selection pressures are generally stronger in a peripheral population, or local environments in southern Sweden may conceivably be more heterogeneous than in northern Sweden. In the later case, we would underestimate the true selection strength in the South by averaging over hidden substructure. If selection acts within a subpopulation and is maybe even disadvantageous in neighboring populations, the selected haplotype would quickly reach an intermediate frequency and remain at that frequency for some time. This would result in a molecular footprint similar to the one produced by incomplete sweeps, which can be detected with the iHS statistic ([@msu247-B47]). Indeed, if we compare the iHS statistic of the data to the secondaryContact6 model, the iHS distribution for southern Sweden is wider than compared with simulations from our model (*P* = 4.0 × 10^−7^, [supplementary fig. S11](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1) online).

Furthermore, we compare the ratio of nonsynonymous (*P~N~*) over synonymous polymorphisms (*P~S~*) in southern Sweden with the one in northern Sweden. Under a heterogeneous scenario we would expect northern Sweden to have a lower $P_{N}\text{/}P_{S}$ ratio than southern Sweden. In contrast, if selection is homogeneous within both demes, that is it only differs between them, we would expect the opposite pattern. This is because *P~N~* in a homogeneous population is mostly due to slightly deleterious variants. These should be less frequent in the South because selection is more efficient in a larger population. Using the weighted average over all genes yields that $P_{N}\text{/}P_{S}$ in southern Sweden is 1.05 times larger than in northern Sweden. If we permute the population identifiers, we get odds-ratios that vary between 0.981 and 1.020, that is, significantly smaller than the observed 1.05. In other words, if we take northern Sweden as our expectation, we have a 5% excess of nonsynonymous polymorphisms in southern Sweden, supporting the hypothesis that selection is heterogeneous within southern Sweden.

Discussion
==========

*Arabidopsis thaliana* of northern Sweden has long been recognized as an outlier to the otherwise continuous isolation by distance of this weedy plant across Europe. The contrast to its nearest neighbors in southern Sweden, which fall right within the European continuum, provides a unique opportunity to investigate local selection. Our analysis shows that a careful estimate of the demographic history is indispensable for any bottom-up analysis of adaptation in *A. thaliana*.

*Arabidopsis thaliana* Demography
---------------------------------

For Swedish *A. thaliana* populations, we obtain a secondary contact model as our most likely scenario. In particular, two robust predictions concerning the demography emerge from our results. First, we estimate a surprisingly ancient split time between northern and southern Sweden, about 153 kya (124--182 kya), which is older than a previous estimate of approximately 14 kya close to the beginning of our current warm period ([@msu247-B14]), but more similar to estimates for the split time among Spanish and Italian *A. thaliana* of 83 kya ([@msu247-B31]). This old split time does not depend on data preprocessing (such as subsampling) and it is not specific to our best-fitting model, but robust across various model topologies. The lower bound of the estimated split time of 124 kya coincides with the Eemian interglacial period, which is the first interglacial period where global temperatures reached levels similar to today's. After the split, the ancestors of the northern and southern Swedish populations either went through a bottleneck or were completely separated for at least 100,000 years before migration resumed. A secondary contact model seems plausible, if the ancestors of northern and southern Swedish plants outlasted the cold periods in different refugia or pockets ([@msu247-B45]; [@msu247-B46]).

The second robust result of our demographic inference is that we find twice as many migrants each generation moving from North to South than vice versa forward in time. There are four possible scenarios to explain this: 1) Plants from the very South of southern Sweden are unlikely to migrate directly into the North. If no more than approximately 5% of the southern Swedish seeds could migrate directly, this would explain the observed asymmetry. The asymmetric migration rate could thus also be a result of ghost demes, that is, unsampled populations in-between the North and the South ([@msu247-B4]). Similarly, this effect will be exacerbated by European immigrants that are expected to be numerous in the very South of Sweden. 2) One would also expect asymmetric migration rates if a previously established population in southern Sweden was replaced by better adapted plants from central Europe after the last glaciation. Indeed, a model of an admixture pulse from central Europe into the South fits well (splitAdmixture9, [table 1](#msu247-T1){ref-type="table"} and [supplementary fig. S10](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1) online). Note that migration was forced to be symmetric for this model, that is, proportional to the population sizes. 3) If we believe that the northern Swedish population was adapted to its environment and selection in the North is on average stronger than in the South,then migrants from southern Sweden are expected to have a lower fitness in the North, thus reducing the effective migration rate from South to North. In the following, we will discuss further evidence for such a local selection scenario.

### Evidence for Local Selection

Signatures of demography and selection are inherently difficult to disentangle. SweepFinder attempts to achieve this by using the background site frequency spectrum to correct fordemography and critical values are obtained by simulating under the standard neutral model. This approach is supposedly robust for many of the originally tested scenarios ([@msu247-B33]). [@msu247-B30] describe very different selective sweep patterns in northern and southern Swedish *A. thaliana*, with SweepFinders CLR statistic showing strong signals for recent selection only in the northern Swedish population.

If we simulate under our secondaryContact6 model, the entire CLR distribution for northern Sweden is shifted to the right ([fig. 5](#msu247-F5){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary fig. S9](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1) online). In contrast, the CLR distribution for southern Sweden is shifted to the left. Thus significance cutoffs based on the standard neutral model would be too conservative in southern Sweden and too liberal in northern Sweden. The reason for sweep-like patterns in the North, as seen in the right shift of the CLR distribution, might be the relatively large migration rate from southern Sweden to northern Sweden after a long separation of the two populations. This leads to marginal coalescent trees that are characterized by migrant lineages originating from southern Sweden. The sweep like regions in northern Sweden are characterized by fewer migrant lineages than elsewhere in the genome, and low diversity among the nonmigrating lineages due to the small effective population size of the northern population, mimicking the coalescent tree expected after a selective sweep ([@msu247-B25]). Thus, secondary contact demographies have the potential to confound the SweepFinder statistic, even leading to such curious effects as that, at the same time, the demography of Swedish *A. thaliana* creates opposite detection biases for northern and southern Sweden if not explicitly accounted for. We expect that similar effects will be observed for other species that follow a secondary contact model, that is, most sessile species that as *A. thaliana* had to retreat to refugia during glaciation in Europe.

Once we account explicitly for the demographic history of these populations, we do find evidence for true positives among the selective sweep signals in northern Sweden: Three of the [@msu247-B30] sweeps remain significant with the demography-informed cutoffs. Moreover, we also find nine sweep signals in southern Sweden that before were masked by demography. However, there is still surprisingly little overlap between the sweeps in the North and in the South. We assessed whether this pattern could occur by chance under global selection, that is one variant would experience positive selection in both North and South. Simulating scenarios of global selection under the estimated demography, we predict a ratio of significant sweep signals in southern Sweden compared with northern Sweden of 30--50×, which is in contrasts to the actual value of approximately 2. Based on this power analysis, and the fact that global sweeps detected in the North would not go unnoticed in the South, we suggest that adaptation is predominantly local in *A. thaliana*.

### Differing Selection Strength

Moreover, we find that the effective selection strength in the North is at least four times higher than in the South. There are two possible explanations for the stronger sweep signals in northern Sweden: 1) More recent selection in northern Sweden, perhaps due to a recent colonization of an extreme environment. In this case, selection is still local, but the beneficial mutation rate of strongly selected mutations is higher in the North because the population is further from its optimal state ([@msu247-B36]). 2) Selection coefficients appear smaller in the South, due to more population structure and a more heterogeneous environment (fields, cities, beaches, pasture in the South vs. just mountain slopes in the North). Plausibly, the heterogeneity within southern Sweden could also be due to patches of European immigrants. Under these scenarios, selection could still be strong in southern Sweden, but only act within small subpopulations (e.g., *A. thaliana* on pastures), but we estimate an averaged selection coefficient over all subpopulations.

We find two lines of support for the second scenario: First, only southern Sweden shows an increased propensity for frequent long haplotypes, that can be indicative of partial sweeps that would be expected if selection was confined to only part of the assayed population. Second, local selection is predicted to capture nonsynonymous mutations for environmentally important genes when the environment is heterogeneous and positively selected mutations are not beneficial in all environments ([@msu247-B28]), yielding a higher ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous polymorphisms in southern Sweden than in northern Sweden. If these nonsynonymous polymorphisms are only slightly deleterious and neutral, we would expect the opposite due to the larger populations size of the southern population. Instead, the excess of nonsynonymous polymorphisms probably represents locally adapted variants in the heterogeneous southern Swedish population.

Concluding Remarks
------------------

Previous selection scans in genome-wide data of *A. thaliana* did not find much evidence for species-wide selective sweeps ([@msu247-B9]), and the estimated rate of adaptive evolution is rather small for plants in general ([@msu247-B18]). However, if selection is acting predominantly on a local scale, both patterns are expected and do not point to low levels of adaptation, but rather to local adaptation. Our results point to two caveats when searching for genomic footprints of selection in structured populations: First, the demographic past has a strong impact on the interpretation of sweep-like genomic variation. Second, environmental and ecological structure hampers the ability of beneficial mutations to sweep through the population quickly and leave a strong sweep signal. For species with little migration, a sweep screen will be more successful in populations with little environmental and demographic substructure. By carefully taking demographic aspects into account, we show that evidence for selective sweeps can be found also in structured populations. Furthermore, we show that the strong sweep signals in northern Sweden are restricted to northern Sweden alone, and in southern Sweden selection is even more local: The lack of strong sweep signals in southern Sweden is most likely a consequence of a heterogeneous environment.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Data Processing
---------------

We used a data set of 180 sequenced *A. thaliana* lines from Sweden ([@msu247-B30]). The reads in bam file format ([@msu247-B29]) can be found in the NCBI short read archive under the project id SRP01289. The reads were filtered for nonuniquely mapped reads and reads with mapping quality smaller than 30. We also filtered for positions with coverage smaller than 4 or larger than 200 within each line, and excluded read positions with base quality smaller than 20. If positions show evidence for heterozygosity (two different bases are supported with more than three reads each) those positions where also excluded.

For deriving the jSFS that was used for demographic inference, we considered only sites with genotype information in each line and excluded sites that are invariant or show more than two alleles.

Classification of SNPs into synonymous, nonsynonymous, intergenic, and intronic was done with the software snpEff ([@msu247-B8]) using the *A. thaliana* genome annotation TAIR9 version April 10, 2012, accessed on May 28, 2012. When several transcripts cover a site, it is possible that the same SNP is classified into several categories. In such cases, a SNP is only classified as synonymous if no alternative classification is into the nonsynonymous class. It turns out that from the four classes (syn., nonsyn., intron, intergenic), synonymous SNPs have the least skewed SFS, in accordance with ([@msu247-B26]), suggesting that synonymous SNPs are the most neutral class ([supplementary fig. S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1) online).

For converting estimated coalescent times into generations, it is necessary to know the sequence length that is represented by the SNPs that we chose for demographic inference. It was calculated by counting the total number of polymorphic and invariant sites that are successfully genotyped in all 180 lines and that can also be polarized (i.e*.*, *A. lyrata* allele is known and matches one of the *A. thaliana* alleles): *L* = 27.5 Mb. Of those sites, 2.55 Mb are 4-fold degenerate.

The calculation of the sweep statistics (SweepFinder, *F*~ST~) was based on all available SNPs. SweepFinder can cope with both missing data and incomplete ancestral state information (mix of polarized and unpolarized SNPs). Although the ancestral state might be misinferred, we chose to polarize SNPs whenever possible. Because SweepFinder is based on the background site frequency spectrum as the null model, the same rate of wrongly inferred ancestral states in both the background and the specific site that is tested should not amount in false positive sweep signals. We also run SweepFinder on unpolarized SNPs, and both estimates of the statistic show a high correlation. We did not consider sweep signals in regions close to the centromeres due to low data quality in this regions, using the same cutoffs as in ([@msu247-B7]; [@msu247-B30]).

PCA was done in R version 2.13.2, using the function svd(). Only bialleleic SNPs with full sample size were considered. Principal components were extracted from a singular value decomposition of the normalized data matrix ([@msu247-B32]).

The sweep statistic iHS ([@msu247-B47]) was calculated in R with the package rehh ([@msu247-B16]) from bialleleic, full sample-size SNPs that could be polarized into ancestral and derived. To test for deviations of the iHS distribution from normality, the Anderson--Darling normality test was used (R package nortest). SNPs were LD pruned using a cutoff of *r*^2^ \< 0.1 in windows of 200 SNPs.

Demographic Inference with $\delta a\delta i$
---------------------------------------------

The input data of $\delta a\delta i$ consists of a jSFS of only biallelic, synonymous SNPs that have full sample size. Of all polymorphic sites of our sample, 0.7% have 3 nt, 0.005% have 4 nt. Those polymorphisms were removed from further analysis. The jSFS was calculated from 177 plants (128 from southern Sweden, 49 from northern Sweden; three plants were excluded, see [@msu247-B30]). To reduce the influence of sequencing errors, we excluded singletons from the fitting process. To check how different filtering choices (both on the level of individuals and on the level of SNPs) impact parameter estimation, we refitted the secondaryContact6 model to data sets with varying degrees of filtering (see [supplementary table S4](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1) online). Overall, the effect of the filtering steps was relatively small, and confidence intervals for parameters are overlapping. Specifically, they do not change our conclusions regarding the estimated split time and the secondary contact time.

*Arabidopsis lyrata* is a relatively diverged outgroup and especially the many genomic rearrangements make good alignments and thus the inference of the ancestral state for our sample difficult. Furthermore, the branch to *A. lyrata* is long enough, so that recurrent mutations are nonnegligible. This in turn might lead to biases when estimating population genetic parameters ([@msu247-B31]). To avoid this, we based our inference on the folded jSFS.

In total, we tried to fit 14 different models to the two-dimensional site frequency spectrum of the data (see [fig. 2](#msu247-F2){ref-type="fig"} and [table 1](#msu247-T1){ref-type="table"}) using $\delta a\delta i$ (version 1.6.2; [@msu247-B19]). To find the globally optimal solution in the parameter space, we repeat each estimation attempt 200 times from randomly chosen initial parameters uniformly sampled in a predefined range of log transformed parameters ([supplementary table S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1) online). We required that the parameter combination with the highest likelihood be found at least three times out of the 200 attempts, for all models. Otherwise, additional estimation attempts were run. From the available optimization methods to maximize the likelihood, we chose the simplex algorithm. It turned out to converge faster to the optimal solution than derivative-based alternatives (data not shown). To statistically compare two models, we simulated 100 replicates of genome-wide data from the null model and used $\delta a\delta i$ to fit parameters for both the null and the alternative model. The simulations were done with msms ([@msu247-B11]), and the subsequent parameter fitting with $\delta a\delta i$ was done similar as for the actual data. The corresponding likelihoods for the 100 replicates and the two models where then used to arrive at a null distribution for a likelihood ratio test: We compare a null model to an alternative model by running simulations of data sets based on the null model, calculate the log likelihood ratio for the alternative model relative to the null model (calculated by the log likelihood for the null model minus the log likelihood for the alternative model), and calculate the *P* value as the fraction of iterations with a likelihood ratio smaller than that for the data.

Using the jSFS, $\delta a\delta i$ calculates an ancestral *θ* ($4N_{e}\mu\text{L}$, where *L* is sequence length the jSFS was derived from) that can be used to calculate the ancestral population size given a mutation rate and L. This ancestral population size can then be used to transform time estimates from $\delta a\delta i$ (in units of $2N_{e}$) into actual generations. The *L* that is used for calculating *N~e~* must reflect the fact that SNPs have been filtered for being synonymous, therefore it is a statistical value that depends on a certain mutational model. However, to calculate effective population size independently of a mutational model, we calculated the jSFS only from 4-fold degenerate sites and estimated *N~e~* from those sites using the respective sequence length of 2.55 Mb.

Coalescent Simulations for Calculating Specificity and Sensitivity of SweepFinder
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

All simulations were done with the coalescent simulator msms (version 3.2rc, Build:131, see [@msu247-B11]), based on the estimated model and parameters from $\delta a\delta i$. A sequence length of 1 Mb was simulated with 100 replications for each parameter combination (time of introduction of beneficial mutation, deme of introduction, selection regime---local versus global, selection strength). For the neutral model, 5,000 replications were simulated to calculate a statistical cutoff, allowing for a false positive rate of 1% and therefore for expected 1.2 false positive signals for a genome of size 120 Mb. The window size of 1 Mb was chosen for having good power to detect a selective sweep with selection strength of 0.01 using SweepFinder: Given these parameters, diversity returns to the background level within the window. A single selected mutation (i.e., with a frequency of 1/2/*N*~e~) was placed in the middle of the simulated sequence, and the selected mutation was conditioned on not getting lost during the simulation. The variation in estimated recombination in *A. thaliana* is relatively large, varying from 0 to 30 cM/Mb along the genome ([@msu247-B17]). In the simulations, we set recombination rate in *A. thaliana* to a value of 2.5 cM/Mb, which together with the ancestral population size of 124,000 results in an effective population recombination rate *ρ* of about 200 (2*N~e~r*) per 1 Mb, assuming an inbreeding rate of 97% ([@msu247-B39]). We checked whether this amount of recombination leads to similar LD levels as in the data by estimating the effective recombination rate *ρ* for both model and data, in southern and northern Sweden separately ([fig. 3](#msu247-F3){ref-type="fig"}). *ρ* was estimated in 1-Mb windows by filtering SNPs for allele frequency of at least 5% and fitting a curve according to ([@msu247-B22]) to the plot of *r*^2^ versus distance in bp. The single parameter of this curve is *ρ* and is estimated by a nonlinear least squares approach in R.

We simulate selective sweeps both under a model of global selection and under models of local selection. In case of global selection, the introduced beneficial mutation is positively selected in both northern Sweden and southern Sweden. In case of either local southern or local northern Swedish selection, the introduced mutation is only beneficial in the respective deme and neutral in the other.

We choose two parameter combinations for the simulation of selective sweeps: One that reflects the strong signal strength for the significant sweep regions in northern Sweden (*s* = 0.01, with a time point of introduction of the beneficial mutation of *t* = 0.05 coalescent time units in the past) and one that reflects the weaker signal strength of significant sweep regions in southern Sweden (*s* = 0.0025, *t* = 0.12). The different introduction times reflect the shorter time to fixation of sweeps with larger selection coefficients and were chosen based on a formula for the expected fixation time: $2\ln(4N_{e}s)/s$. We also tested a scenario where the same mutation is beneficial in both northern and southern Sweden (global selection), but with a smaller selection coefficient in the South (0.0025 in South, 0.01 in North).

For each simulation, summary statistics (*F*~ST~, *θ~W~*, *π*, and Tajima's *D*) were calculated in nonoverlapping windows of 10 kb. *F*~ST~ is calculated according to ([@msu247-B24]). For the discrimination analysis of local versus global sweeps, the largest *F*~ST~ value for each simulated 1-Mb window was recorded. To calculate statistical cutoffs and power, the software SweepFinder ([@msu247-B33]) was run on each 1-Mb window along grid points of 1-kb distance. Further, it was assumed that only 50% of SNPs can be polarized to mirror the fact that only 50% have outgroup information from *A. lyrata* in the actual data set.

Supplementary Material
======================

[Supplementary Material figures S1--S11](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1) and [tables S1--S7](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1) are available at *Molecular Biology and Evolution online* (<http://www.mbe.oxfordjournals.org/>).
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[^1]: **Associate editor:** Yuseob Kim

[^2]: N[ote]{.smallcaps}.---Parameters are defined according to ([fig. 2](#msu247-F2){ref-type="fig"}*a*). Times are given in years, population sizes in units of *N*~0~ and migration rates in units of $2N_{0}$. Note that the model-acronym refers to the number of parameters, that is, secondaryContact6 is a 6 parameter model.

[^3]: ^a^Southern Sweden appears at time *T*~2~ as admixture between northern Sweden and an additional ancestral (unsampled) population.

[^4]: ^b^Values are admixture proportions instead of migration rates.

[^5]: ^c^The admixture event as a pulse of migrating northern Swedish plants to southern Sweden at *T*~2~.

[^6]: ^d^Model with three demes, for details see [supplementary figure S10](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/msu247/-/DC1) online.

[^7]: ^e^Time of the admixture of middle European plants into southern Sweden.

[^8]: ^a^For synonymous sites.

[^9]: ^b^Median of 1-Mb windows.

[^10]: ^c^From jSFS.

[^11]: ^d^Median of maximal CLR scores per 1-Mb window.

[^12]: ^a^Positions of the putative sweep regions are rounded to kb.

[^13]: ^b^Largest value of 100-kb windows within 1 Mb around the CLR peak.

[^14]: ^c^Contains a transposition which is collapsed to a single bp for calculation of *F*~ST~ and CLR.
